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Life skills in Real Life and Coping with Social

and Emotional Problems

Ms. Vandana Tandon ,TOI Consultant

Rukmini Devi Public School, Pitampura

Guest Lecture Hall

19.07 .17; 40 minutes

Classes VII and VIII (A- E)

Students' WorkshoP Dossier

Objectives:
. To encourage mutual and collective efforts to develop, promote and apply life skills to improve

quality of education and learning through inter-disciplinary approaches'

. To develop a compassionate and sensitive attitude towards others and one's environment.

Description:-

"gvlartaging Ltfn is Jvtanaging tfre cosmos"
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entity which needs to be handled with sensitivity and compassion. It's an art to live life and enjoy its

bounties to the fullest. in order to acquaint the students with the same our school took an initiative to

conduct a workshop on ,Coping with Social and Emotional Problems and Life Skills in real life' to

motivate the students to embark on a journey of living their lives in a compassionate and sensitive

manner, The session began with greeting the resource person with a bouquet of flowers' She initiated

the conversation by discussing about 'General awareness and safety' by raising questions related to the

iaily life. she further suggested the students to be analytical about their actions and introspect

- themselves in order to bring forth an environment of magnanimity and which has the magnitude of

sensitivity towards others, Thereafter, she encouraged the students to think and elucidate various

solutions to resolve their problems. The students participated with zeal and enumerated various ways

which can help them as well as their friends to cope up with their grievances and challenges which they

come across rn therr everyday lives, "Patience is a virtue", should be the guiding principle for the

students. She focused on the fact that a person should look for the solution rather than cursing the fate'

The session was concluded where the resource person motivated the students to live their lives with an

anralgamation of sensitivity, compassion and wisdom. This session gave an austere opportunity to the

students to glance at the art of managing life in a cosmopolitan manner,
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